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Approach and methods
Aim: To understand of the connections and disconnections
between international/national, district and local responses
during the Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone & learn lessons for
governance.
➢ Multidisciplinary methods and approach, recognizing
deficiency of HSPR approaches alone:
➢ Drawing on anthropology, systems and policy research
techniques

➢ Use of multiple methods:
– scoping reviews; policy document analysis; key informant
interviews; ethnographic fieldwork; causal pathway tracing.

Introduction to the EVD response in
Sierra Leone
• Ebola virus disease (EVD) was a “forest-edge” zoonosis
– Remote rural outbreak far from national HQ of government
health system
• Slow national and international response
– Village communities organized to nurse the sick and bury the
dead
• Virus spread by village community practices
– Burial was a major source of cross-infection
• International community organized an hierarchical response
– Large-scale Ebola Treatment Centres in/near to major urban
centres; ambulances & burial teams deployed
• Village communities reacted negatively
– Treatment centres were distant, and excluded families from
all aspects of care; patients were hidden.
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Connections & disconnections in the
Kalia outbreak, August 2014
Imam dies and receives
traditional burial (washing)
Wife becomes sick and seeks
treatment in nearest HC
Wife delivers at home; she
and baby die
People reluctant to engage
Imam’s brother falls sick; advice
sought from paramount chief
No facilities at Bo so returned
with military quarantine

No “Ebola symptoms”. HC
nurse employs IPC measures
& prevents spread
DHMT alerted and DSOs investigate
Many in town become sick: town
quarantined and 17 moved to Bo
Families excluded from
care and burial

They deployed soldiers around them. After
Tensions rise … lasting scars the war we forgot about guns but if someone
falls sick and is being surrounded by gun
If at that time I had a knife, I
men, why have you brought in those guns?
would have stabbed them all
[…] you don’t treat illness with guns.
because of the way they
Sickness is all about encouragement.
treated our brothers.

Enclave villages & health systems Hierarchy:
solutions to promote engagement
Community
Care Centres
(CCCs)

Home care
protocols
Equip village burial teams

What have we learned about
governance in outbreak-response?
• Hierarchical governance will clash with other social orders … &
can undermine emergency response & longer term trust

• EVD challenged and collapsed the medical hierarchy forcing new
connections beyond health sector
• Rapid enclave-hierarchy connections are needed …
➢ Accept that the hierarchy is not always right;
➢ Open immediate two-way communication lines between
outbreak frontline and national decision makers;
➢ Immediate engagement of local leaders to support
coordinated bottom-up response;
➢ Rapid mobilisation and coordination of national and
international resources deployed to districts.
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